
UNLIVED LIVES.
By THOMAS MUFSON

I saw her in the subway, sitting opposite to me in a fairly well filled car.

She was reading a paper-covere-d book and was, apparently, utterly oblivions

of her aurrounding3.

She attracted considerable attention because of the strinking incongruity

between her general appearance and the type of book she was reading.

She seemed to be a woman of about 40 years of age. She wore a heavy-lookin- g,

black plush sailor hat, a large, shabby black jacket with extra-

ordinarily large buttons, the top one of which was missing, leaving her coat

partly Open; a dark skirt, which matched her coat in shabbiness, and shoes

which once were black. In one hand she held her book, in which she was in-

tensely absorbed. In the other hand, which rested on her lap, she tightly

clutched a not very clean handkerchief.

The name of the book that she was reading, which glared out at us in

large red letters, was "Tempted by Love."

The girl sitting next to her looked at the woman, then at the name of

the book, and smiled. A man opposite glanced at the woman and the smiling

girl, and both made evident efforts to keep from laughing outright. Everybody

was smiling. Mirth pervaded the atmosphere.

She paid no heed to the pleasantly diverting commotion she was causing,

this shabby looking woman of 40, engrossed in her novel, "Tempted by Love."

One could see on her face, rather long and pallid and masklike in its utter un-

responsiveness to the surrounding agitation, that, mentally, she did not sit
Ik a crowded subway car on her way home from a day's dull work. It was

Manifest that, for the time being, she was in another world, a world of

youth, of leisure and of love. She was enjoying the shadows of emotions and

passions which life, evidently, had not given her to enjoy in the substance. In

the thrilling ages of "Tempted by Love" she was vicariously living her un-Mv- ed

life.

I worked alongside of him in a large printing establishment. We were

press feeders. All day long we stood in front of our rattling presses. All day

the black jaws of the devouring machines opend and shut, opened and shut,

and as they yawned open our hand shot in with paper food, and as they closed

the band came out empty, and then went in again, and out again, feeding the

iron beast all day long, while the belts whirred and the machines clattered and

the hours dragged on their heavy way.

The incessant noise penetrated the brain and made it numb. Hands bp-ta-

black with the black saliva of the ever-hung- ry presses. Minds and

bodies sagged with the monotony of identically similar mechanical motions,

repeated over and over again. The voracious iron monsters seemed bent upon

crunching between their metalic jaws the suft human hands which flitted in
and out, ministering to their insatiable appetite.

He said hardly a word, my compaion who worked on the press next to

mine. He attended to his work with a dull, dead steadiness, paying no heed to

all that went on about him. Occassionally, however, I saw him cast an in--

glance at our wellfed ever the forces, whose

the men called him, meaning the slave driver.

I finally struck up a talking acquaintance with my moody fellow press-

man. Soon we were quite friendly, and I was enabled to get vivid glimpses

iato his inner life.

I got to know that he was an He was, however, the type of

.irhiaf who twnmM anph not through philosophy or through sympathy

with human suffering, but through personal bitterness. For the whole time

daring which we worked I do not recollect having seen hin laugh

once. His whole personality seemed impregnated with gall and wormwood. He

was fdled with a malignant hatred for God (or, rather, the idea of God), for
society, for all of life. He was widely and deeply read, with a keen intellect

and a spiritual makeup that, I inferred, might have been once responsive

to the best and highest in human existence. But the rancor which corroded his

soul had coarsened a nature which had once been deeply sensitive. Heine

seemed his favorite author, and he interspersed in his talk most biting quota-

tions from that poet On one in a communicative mood, he flashed

Us whole life before me in a few sentences.

"I have never lived," he said to me. "I have been denied everything my

spirit ever craved. I never had youth. Can you realize what that means? I
stepped from childhood into middle age. In between was a stretch of

leisure, by and love, by

to beautiful nAW
to me. I awoke from my nightmare to find my youth, with all

its possibilities, no longer before me gone. Can you know what that means ?

"When I think of what my life could have been, and what it was and

he said, while a brooding light burned in his brown eyes.

There were times when the light in his eyes was not that of a sane

I was convinced he was not entirely
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"Look at hair," he once said to me. jj observed his massive head,

thinly covered with weak looking, prickly, closely cropped hair.

"Can you believe," he asked "that when I as a child golden curls used
How

to hang down my shoulders? See what has become of me. Some day, when 1 And try to join one's friendly host;
look into the glass and think of those curls, Iil go mad. ' Will wear smiles their Maker gave,
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looking forward to the night, when the life of her mind and spirit begins.

She has an irresponsible craving for education, for knowledge, for

music, for literature, for art. Her soul's passion glows in her eyes. A deep

melancholy of her harrowed spirit, the sad pessimism of her unattainable de-

sires. Her Socialism is the Socialism of a sensitive soul which dreams of a

better world, a world of freedom and of full-orb- ed life, and she spends devoted

hours working for the cause. She flocks to radical schools. She takes numerous

courses to be able more adequately to express the things that are knocking

at her soul; to be able more fully to grasp the significance and sense the

beauty of the great masterpieces of art. She eagerly attends classes in so
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home and against new experiments in government abroad,
the American people ought informed imme-

diately."

Welcomed Chance to Testify.

Nuorteva's statement follows:
"We have been informed that Mr. Gregory Weinstein,

the Russian Soviet Government Bureau, has been ar-

rested held for deportation, and that similar action is
threatened against Mr. Martens and members hia
staff last desperate to prevent the truth about
the Russian situation, and about the foreign policies

the Russian Soviet government, being placed be-

fore the people of America.

"We welcomed the opportunity the propsed hearings
before the Senate Committee would give to state these
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Bureau in York.

"Soviet Russia, victorious over her internal enemies,
has to interfere with the internal affairs other
countries. and is, hope that now that the
futility intervention in and blockade Russia
has been proven with such diastrous results ouroppon-ent- s

would allowed live in peace with other
countries.

Attempt to Prevent Peace.

liberate attempt to prevent the impending and un-- "I

regard the persecution of bureau the
frantic man-hu- nt of all friends of Russia

with our country and prevent fair hear-

ing before the Senate committee.
"I confident that the masses the Amer-

ican people, in spite manufactured prejudice against
will now, least understand that are forces

work who afraid getting the truth about Russia
the American people.
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"We can prove that the chief figures certain
celebrated bomb-plot- s were agents similar nature.

"In other words, some officials have been establishing
that sinister institution which is known Europe the
system "agent provocateur."
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Not Anxious to Stay in S.

"Neither Martens nor are opposed to going back
to Russia. In fact, it been fondest wish there
and to participate the splendid work of Russia's social

down faii of capitalism does not neces- - gmiimm for their when we who have censored the "truth, in reorganization. We have been staying here as a of
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"I shall take the liberty of reminding our persecutofi
of the words of one of their own national heroes: Tou can
fool some of the people all of the time; you can fool all ofj
the peonle all of the time, but you can't fool all of thtfj
people all of the time."
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